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Disrupting an industry, one card at a time.

Spend your
reflections with a
prepaid Mastercard®
or Visa®. Use case,
anyone?
Don't Know Your Customer (DKYC) is a novel and seamless
integration between Decentralized Finance (DeFi) and realworld anonymous spending. Invest on the Binance Smart
Chain (BSC) while funding your everyday life with the
dividends. No identification required. Ever.

DKYC. Fair and transparent.
Binance Smart Chain

Philosophy

Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is

DKYC (an acronym for Don't Know

inclusive, accessible, and growth-

Your Customer) was formed by a

oriented. The low barriers to entry

team of financial freedom fighters to

and huge growth potential will help

restore the innocence and

us financially liberate as many

enjoyment of spending investment

people as possible.

dividends (known as 'reflections') in
the real world, without I.D. or
resistance. We stand for financial
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Team wallets

• 6% -> DKYC credit cards

• 9% ->DKYC credit cards

Fair, no risk, no dumping

• 2% -> auto-LP

• 3.5% -> auto-LP

• Presale -> LP

• 1% -> marketing

• 1.5% -> marketing

• Retainer -> Product evolution

liberation that transcends race,
creed, social status, and region.

The cards
We use real prepaid Mastercard®
and Visa® cards that can be
registered to any worldwide
address. It’s simple, they just

Visa/MC Affiliated?

work.

We don’t need to be. We simply
purchase the cards from an

Ask away.
We’re here.
Frequently Asked Questions

authorized partner and send
them to you in exchange for

We know, this sounds a little crazy. Far-fetched.

your reflections.

Ambitious. We’ve heard it all.
You don’t disrupt an industry without thinking

Is this even real?
Yes, we are the first. Yes, it

outside the box. This time, we’re thinking outside

Who are the devs?

sounds a little far fetched. Yes,

The dev team is a group of 3

it’s a great idea that’s brilliantly

hardworking USA-based

simple. And yes, it’s 100% real.

financial freedom fighters who
stand for anonymous
microtransactions using crypto.

the Smart Chain, too. And instantly connecting it to
real-world spending.

Our roadmap is driven by financial freedom

What we’re working on

Choose your reward

Choose your color

Get your card

Once you have at least $20 worth of

A little flair here, because it’s a virtual

One click, and you’re done. Your card

reflections, you’re able to convert it

card, but we give you a choice of card

is instantly delivered and stored to

into a prepaid credit card or gift card.

color to create the mood.

your wallet. Print it, copy the details,
use it anywhere Visa® and Mastercard®
are accepted online.

$50
How does DKYC work right now?

Launching strong
We’re working hard to bring you the self-generation dashboard. Until
that’s finished, we’ll still be minting your credit cards (or gift cards)
through our online request page. Simply fill out the non-invasive
form, exchange your BUSD reflections, and receive your fresh credit
or gift card. It’s that easy.

LEAD DEV MESSAGE
There’s nothing quite like the feeling of seeing a massive
concept become a reality. Right now, we are able to generate

$500

working reflection credit cards flawlessly. We want to share it
with you and can’t wait until you have your own.

Spend.
Anonymously.

